
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 

AVAILABLE NOW AT ALLISON LANDSCAPING 

Landscape and Hardscape Positions 

- Crew Member Laborer – minimal to no experience required but must have a positive attitude. 
Duties:  moderate to heavy lifting, moving stone, rock, paver bricks and wall block, spreading 
mulch, laying sod, planting shrubs and trees, pushing wheelbarrows, and other physical tasks 
while working safe. Willing to work overtime.    Pay scale $11.85 - $12.45/hr.

- Assistant Crew Leader - positive attitude and good experience with general knowledge and 
ability to perform various landscape/hardscape labor activities. Duties: place, spread and level 
grade various gravels and soils, knowledge of working string lines, laser levels and traditional 
levels planting trees, shrubs, mulching, laying sod, pruning, operate power equipment such as 
tillers, compactor plate, dingo, etc. and able to maintain a clean and safe work site. Valid driver’s 
license. Willing to work overtime.   Pay scale $12.75 – $15.35/hr.

- Crew Leader - positive attitude and experience leading a small 2-4 person team and able to 
perform variety of  physical landscape/hardscape construction labor activities, manage project 
hours, communicate well with customers and team members, ability to problem solve and make 
sound decisions, perform physical tasks, operate power equipment, read scaled prints. Must 
have valid driver’s license. Willing to work overtime.   Pay scale $15.50 - $20.00 plus/hr.

- Equipment Operator –  Must have positive attitude and able to operate Bobcat, Skid Loader 
and/or mini-excavator able to operate in a safe and efficient manner, able to  load and off load 
heavy material, proficient at excavation and finish grade work, safely mobilize equipment, able 
to perform basic maintenance tasks cleaning, greasing, etc. Must have valid driver’s license. 
Willing to work overtime.      Pay scale $20.00-$25.00/hr.

- CDL Truck Driver - Must have a positive attitude and valid class B straight truck driver’s license 
endorsement. Able to perform basic maintenance duties and daily pre-trip inspections, current 
medical card.  Willing to work overtime.    Pay scale $22.25/hr.



Lawn and Maintenance Positions 

- Mowing Crew Leader - Must have positive attitude. Able to manage a crew of 2-3 persons,

mowing high-end residential and commercial properties. Have good knowledge of commercial

walk- behind, stand on, zero turn mowers, string trimmers, and blowers. Able to drive a truck

with trailer in a safe and professional manner between job sites. Responsible for the quality,

productivity, efficiency, and safety of the crew. Maintain accurate record and timekeeping for

your crew. Preform basic maintenance on equipment including sharpening blades. Must have

valid driver’s license. Willing to work overtime.     Pay scale $18.05/hr.

- Mowing Crew Leader Assistant - Must have positive attitude. Able to provide strong support

to crew leader. Experience with various mowers both walk behind and ride on, able to safely

operate line trimmers, edger’s, blowers, etc. Able to load, off load and secure equipment, ability

or willingness to perform basic equipment maintenance. Willing to work overtime.

Pay scale $12.75-$15.35/hr.

- Mowing Crew Member - Minimal to no experience required. Must have a positive attitude.

Willingness and ability to learn how to mow professionally and maintain healthy turf.   Duties:

Able to stand and walk for long periods of time. Light to moderate lifting. Responsible for

mowing, string trimming, edging, blowing of debris, litter removal, weed removal, raking and

removing leave/tree debris, willingness to perform basic equipment maintenance and other

physical tasks while working safe. Willing to work overtime.   Pay scale:   $11.85-$12.45/hr.

- Landscape Maintenance Crew Member - Minimal to no experience required. Must have a

positive attitude. Willingness to learn how to maintain turf, landscape beds, shrubs, trees, and

the equipment used for these services.  Duties: Able to stand and walk for long periods of time.

Moderate to heavy lifting. Responsible for edging around landscape beds, weeding, spreading

mulch, planting flowers, shrubs, and trees, pruning, ornamental trees, shrubs, and hedges,

raking and removing leave/tree debris, and other physical tasks while working safe. Willing to

work overtime. Compensation:  $11.85 - $12.45/hr.


